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Providing Architects with Greater
Residential Design Opportunities
Agway Metals Inc. is committed to providing unparalleled roofing and 
cladding choices. At Agway we constantly develop profiles capable of 
fulfilling all of your design requirements. Profiles that deliver edge.

Profiles that stand out. From the highly regarded Springhouse Shingles 
to the more non-traditional look of Flat Lock and HV-12 profiles. More and 
more of Agway products are becoming a norm with residential single and 
multi dwelling design.

Eye catching Colours and Finish. From the weathered look of the A606 
or a natural look of Roasted Ash, to a beautiful RHEINZINK appearance, 
AGWAY has a complete selection of finishes that provide unlimited 
design choice.



Custom Fabrication

Flat Lock HF Profiles

Agway’s Custom Fabrication services makes it easy for 
architects to ignore technical constraints, open their minds 
and pursue new and exciting directions in unfettered creativity. 
Specialized machinery, advanced technology and willingness to 
accommodate any creative design allows Agway to respond to 
unique requests that would likely meet with roadblocks elsewhere.

The versatility of the Flat Lock panel allows for very fast and 
easy installation which makes it very affordable for residential 
as well as commercial use. Based on a modular panel system 
Flat Lock delivers a more traditional rectangular design. 

AR Standing Seam Profile
Agway’s AR Standing Seam Profiles offer a raised rigid 
standing seam at three different depths and an assortment of 
widths to achieve a variety of contemporary, architecturally 
pleasing designs. Panels are installed using hidden clips and 
fasteners that produce wall and roofing cladding that provides 
clean, crisp lines. 

Stratus
Agway Metals’ Stratus profile is designed with a traditional 
look that delivers a more contemporary appearance to the 
entire project. The Panel projects a sleek and stylish appearance 
designed to enhance the projects overall look.

Springhouse Shingles
Springhouse Shingles provide a unique and spectacular finish 
with a traditional appeal. Engineered with a textured finish to look 
like traditional shingles, Springhouse Shingles offer a rugged 
and long lifecycle that is entirely maintenance free.  

HF profiles continue to be a popular choice among architects for 
a variety of residential applications. With 5 different styles and  
no visible fasteners, these panels install easily and deliver the 
clean, sleek lines of contemporary surfaces.

ARCHITECTURAL PROFILES



Rheinzink® Print Series Indaten™ Wrinkle Coat
RHEINZINK® is the world’s leading brand of architectural-zinc 
for building applications. Generally known as “titanium-zinc”, 
RHEINZINK is a life-long natural-weathering metal that forms a 
blue-gray patina after repeated exposure to moisture and air.

If you can imagine it, you can express it – RepliKote enables 
designers to easily and convincingly emulate precious metal 
finishes, exotic woods, natural stone, or virtually any creative 
imagery. RepliKote’s unique manufacturing technology yields 
gorgeous pre-finished metals that are totally compatible with 
conventional fabrication techniques.

With Agway’s Indaten Weathering Steel product, you’ll be able 
to deliver a classic, ‘weathered’ look, with a unique, rust-like 
appearance that, in the past, could only be accomplished by 
Mother Nature.

Wrinkle Coat is an organic, coated steel with a standard paint 
thickness of 35 or 40 microns. Architecturally attractive 
aesthetics with a mat finish that provides a unique wrinkled 
surface finish. The colours present a natural look and feel to the 
overall project. 

Perspectra Plus Series™ Metallic / Elite Series
Perspectra Plus Series™ is the next generation in our profile paint 
systems. Perspectra Plus Series is now even more resistant to 
chalk, fade, chemical degradation and scratching. It uses state 
of the art Silicone Modified Polyester (SMP) technology and a 
new resin backbone which provides enhanced performance to 
end-users. 

The Metallic Series is a 1-pass, 2-coat process that provides 
a unique and brighter colour for use in more prestigious 
applications. This system provides excellent weathering 
and protective properties.

ARCHITECTURAL FINISHES



BRAMPTON PLANT

170 Delta Park Blvd
Brampton, ON  L6T 5T6

1 (800) 268-2083

OAKVILLE PLANT

2775 Coventry Rd
Oakville, ON  L6H 5V9

(905) 829-3900

EXETER PLANT

97 Thames Road E
Exeter, ON  N0M 1S3

1 (800) 265-7070
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